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0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Margaret Weiss is One of the
Most Brilliant Writers of All Time.By AGSWhat can I say? Margaret Weiss is
such a phenomenal writer it is hard to imagine any novel that would not be
anything short of amazing. The vivd and highly detailed material in this book
(and all her books) make it a truly magnificent piece of literature. When I was
younger I had a tough time reading, mainly because i had never found anything
that I enjoyed to read. Then I stumbled upon the Dragonlance series. Margaret
Weiss and Tracy hickman opened up a whole new world for me and my reading
excelled far beyond that of anyone within grades of me. I am not one to write
spoilers so all i can say is that I did not want to put this book down...ever. I
deprived myself of sleep, missed tv shows, skipped a meal completely entranced
in the poetry of the literature. When i finished I was relieved to find out that I
still had one more book in the series. My only negative comment is the
character devlopment. I am not as enthralled with these main characters as I
was in the days of Raistlin and Tanis. Rhys is ok...and his inner struggles are
fascinating, but there is nothing about him that makes me care about him. In
fact, I remember reading about Sturm and Raistlin, Caramon and Tas and
really feeling attached to them. My emotional attachment to Rhys, Nightshade,
etc is really weak. What made Dragonlance so great were extremely strong
characters developed beyond the extent of anything anyone expected. I think
that is where the success of Dragonlance lies. However, in this series, so far,
the characters do no compell me at all. Mina is the only one I can truly say is
interesting to me. I want to find out what happens to Mina. Rhys...not so much.
Overall the book felt right to me. It was great and is proudly sitting on my shelf.
However, at the same time I was looking forward to discovering a new hero to
fall in love with. I didn't and that's the only complaint I have.Anthony0 of 0
people found the following review helpful. The Rise of the Beloved Has
BegunBy J. WactorThe second book of 'The Dark Disciple' trilogy involving
Mina and a slew of other characters is fascinating. It will keep you interested
enough throughout the book and the final pages will leave you eager to discover
what happens next. There's certainly enough plot and quality writing to keep
you engaged and interested, but I wouldn't expect many people to absolutely get
wrapped up in this book. Good foreshadowing style (saw the ending coming)
and conflicts; the rising action, climax, and falling action is less pronounced
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